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Synopsis

Her name is Dinah. In the Bible, her life is only hinted at in a brief and violent detour within the more familiar chapters of the Book of Genesis. In The Red Tent, Anita Diamant brings this fascinating biblical character to vivid life. Told in Dinah’s voice, the novel reveals the traditions and turmoils of ancient womanhood—the world of the red tent. It begins with the story of Dinah’s mothers—Leah, Rachel, Zilpah, and Bilhah—the four wives of Jacob. They love Dinah and give her gifts that sustain her through a hard-working youth, a calling to midwifery, and a new home in a foreign land. Dinah’s story reaches out from a remarkable period of early history and creates an intimate connection with the past. With over 3.3 million copies sold, The Red Tent is a modern classic loved throughout the world, and the basis of the A&E/Lifetime mini-series. --This text refers to the Paperback edition.
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Customer Reviews

I would like to take a moment to address some of the complaints made in the May 19th review. I did not experience THE RED TENT as male bashing. It’s intent was to take a female view of the major women of the Old Testament and to breathe life into them. It is "over endowed" with a female viewpoint as a counterbalance to the bible’s male view. Women in the BIBLE were often hardly more than property, so it is not too surprising that a fictionalized female character from this period might see men somewhat differently then we do. The BIBLE does portray Laban as a pretty disagreeable character, but in this book Jacob is portrayed as a tragic figure, not a negative figure. He is not the cause of the terrible massacre, but assumes the guilt of his tribe. Until then he is a
respected male figure in the book. The women have their weak points as well. Rachel is vain, and
the grandmother, Rebecca is a formidable figure of both arrogance and power. Isaac's trauma as a
child, being nearly slaughtered by his own father, was treated with compassion. Diamant has Dinah
speak of this trauma and how it left Isaac with a stutter for the rest of his life. Some of the women
are weak in a way that makes them disagreeable. The carpenter husband of Dinah, Benia, is a truly
admirable and loveable male figure and her young husband, the prince Shalem, slaughtered at the
hands of her brothers, is as gentle and romantic a young man as you could want.As to the continual
reference to pregnancies and childbirth, I believe this had a deliberate intent. During biblical times,
childbearing is what gave women power.
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